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Abstract Nervous systems are networks of neurons and brain regions that are
structurally interconnected and dynamically linked in complex patterns. As map-
ping and recording techniques become increasingly capable of capturing neural
structure and activity across widely distributed circuits and systems, there is a
growing need for new analysis tools and modeling approaches to make sense of
these rich “big data” sets. Modern network science offers a way forward. Both
structural and functional brain data sets can be rendered in the form of complex
networks and thus become amenable for network modeling and analysis, which can
be carried out across scales, from the micro-scale of individual neurons to the
macro-scale of whole-brain recordings. In this article, I sketch an overview of
structural and functional brain network studies ranging from cells to systems. My
emphasis will be on common themes in mapping network attributes across scales.
In addition to highlighting important advances, I will outline some major chal-
lenges that need to be overcome to achieve a more complete understanding of
connectome networks.
Defining the Connectome
Understanding the role of connectivity in brain function is a long-standing goal of
both cellular and systems neuroscience (Sporns 2011; Schmahmann and Pandya
2007). Neuronal circuits have been at the center of anatomical and physiological
investigation since the groundbreaking studies of Camillo Golgi and Santiago
Ramon y Cajal in the late nineteenth century. Connectional anatomy was a core
theme in early accounts of human brain function by Carl Wernicke, Theodor
Meynert and Siegmund Exner that made reference to the layout and interconnec-
tivity of brain regions and pathways. Anatomical studies that employed ever more
sensitive histological staining and tracing tools and new insights into the
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functioning of neurons and circuits led to theoretical notions of “neural networks.”
Such network models first gained momentum in the work of pioneers like Warren
McCulloch and Frank Rosenblatt and ultimately transformed into “connectionism,”
which placed a strong emphasis on distributed processing and learning as key
ingredients of neural computation.
A core theme in these historical developments is the foundational role of
connectivity for brain function, an idea that has motivated the compilation of a
complete connection map of the nervous system of Caenorhabditis elegans (White
et al. 1986) as well as several landmark attempts to compile maps of interregional
projections in the mammalian cerebral cortex (Zeki and Shipp 1988; Felleman and
van Essen 1991; Young 1993). These early network maps triggered a string of
theoretical and computational studies aimed at using connectivity data to define
functional specialization (Passingham et al. 2002), spatial layout and wiring min-
imization (Chklovskii et al. 2002) as well as clusters and small-world attributes
(Hilgetag et al. 2000). The importance of connectivity maps gave rise to the concept
of the “connectome,” first defined as “a comprehensive structural description of the
network of elements and connections” of a given nervous system (Sporns
et al. 2005). Several challenges were recognized right from the outset. First, brain
networks span multiple spatial scales, from synaptic circuits among individual
neurons all the way to whole-brain systems; integrating connectome maps across
these multiple scales poses numerous conceptual and technological hurdles. Sec-
ond, the connectome is changing across time as a result of neuroplasticity and
development across the life span; mapping these changes requires comparative
analysis of connectomes in relation to individual experience and across age. Third,
connectome networks exhibit considerable variability across individuals; this struc-
tural variability may reflect individual differences in behavioral and cognitive
performance. Finally, connectomics comprises a combination of structural mapping
efforts and functional brain recordings, thus addressing the fundamental question of
how observed brain dynamics emerge from the anatomical patterns of neural
circuits.
This brief review article provides a selective overview of connectome studies
that address a subset of these challenges. First, the article surveys structural
mapping studies across multiple spatial scales, from connections among neurons
to systems-level networks. Next, the article examines the relation of structural
connectivity to dynamic brain function, including both spontaneous activity and
stimulus-driven neuronal responses. The article closes with a brief summary of
current efforts to use connectivity maps as key ingredients for computational
models of brain function and a reflection on the status of connectomics as a
foundational tool for understanding brain organization.
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Brain Networks and Graph Theory
Brain networks are collections of nodes (neuronal elements) and edges (their
interconnections; Fig. 1). Empirically, brain networks are constructed from mea-
surements of structural or functional relationships between pairs of neurons or brain
regions. These pairwise relations are summarized in the form of a connection
matrix that describes the relations between nodes and edges, i.e., the network’s
topology. Empirical methods for extracting brain network data from structural or
functional measurements are continually evolving and represent an area of rapid
neurotechnological innovation. Current approaches include the reconstruction of
single-cell neuronal morphology and connectivity using electron or light micros-
copy (e.g., Helmstaedter et al. 2013), novel labeling and tract tracing approaches
(e.g., Oh et al. 2014), large-scale optical recordings (e.g., Ahrens et al. 2013), and
refinements of noninvasive imaging techniques (e.g., Van Essen et al. 2012).
An important distinction concerns the difference between structural and func-
tional brain networks. Structural networks are derived from anatomical data sets
and represent physical synaptic connections between neural elements, whereas
functional networks are derived from neural recordings and represent their statis-
tical relationships, e.g., covariance or cross-correlation. Structural networks are
often sparse (most possible structural connections do not exist) and relatively stable
across time. In contrast, functional networks undergo rapid changes in the course of
both spontaneous and task-evoked neural activity and can be configured from a
large number of time series analysis measures. Importantly, statements about
“connectivity” in functional networks only refer to the similarity or coherence of
neural time courses that may be dependent on but do not directly correspond to
structural connections.
Once brain network data have been rendered in matrix form, they are amenable
to an extremely wide range of statistical and modeling tools coming from network
science, especially the mathematical framework of graph theory (Bullmore and
Sporns 2009). A comprehensive overview of the application and interpretation of
graph-theoretical approaches to brain networks is beyond the scope of this chapter
[for reviews, see Rubinov and Sporns (2010), Stam (2010), and Lohmann
et al. (2013)]. Briefly, descriptive measures of brain network connectivity fall
into at least three different categories, reporting on different aspects of network
organization. Broadly, these aspects refer to segregation, integration, and influence.
Segregation and integration are best considered jointly, as they represent somewhat
opposite trends towards greater functional specialization and greater functional
coherence, respectively (Sporns 2013a). Graph measures of segregation
(or specialization) capture the extent to which nodes aggregate into separate
clusters or communities, which can be expressed by computing the network’s
clustering coefficient or by its tendency to form distinct modules. In contrast,
measures of integration are generally aimed at quantifying the ease with which
communication may occur along network paths, presumably an important aspect of
how nodes can exchange information; key measures of integration relate to
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of a simple graph and several basic graph measures. (a) The graph
represented here is binary and undirected, and it consists of a set of nodes and edges. (b) Based on
the number of edges per node, some nodes can be described as low-degree and others as high-
degree. Paths (sequences of edges) connect nodes to each other. In the example shown here, the
shortest path linking nodes A and B consists of three edges—hence, the topological distance
between A and B is three steps. (c) The network can be partitioned into two modules. Given the
module partition, high-degree nodes can be classified as either connector hubs or provincial hubs.
Connector hubs maintain many connections that link different modules, whereas provincial hubs
mainly connect within one module only
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communication efficiency and path length. The combination of high clustering
(segregation) and short path length (integration) generally indicates the presence
of “small world” organization, a mode of connectivity that has been found in
numerous other social, technological and biological networks (Watts and Strogatz
1998).
Measures of influence aim at quantifying the importance of network elements
(nodes or edges) for the global functionality of the network, for example, by
expressing their centrality in communication or their vulnerability to structural
damage. Influence or centrality measures are important for detecting network
“hubs.” While there is no precise definition for hubs in the network literature,
hubs are most often identified on the basis of their node degree (the number of
distinct connections they maintain across the network) or, alternatively, through a
combination of multiple nodal metrics related to connectedness and communication
(Sporns et al. 2007; van den Heuvel and Sporns 2013). Hubs represent nodes of
special interest in many network studies since their central embedding in the
network topology makes them attractive candidates for information integration
while also rendering them vulnerable to attack. In some networks (including
brains), hubs can be found to be highly interconnected to form a so-called “rich
club” (van den Heuvel and Sporns 2011). The concept of hubs is strongly related to
modularity and network communities; hubs that predominantly link nodes within
one community are also referred to as “provincial hubs,” whereas hubs that
interconnect multiple communities are called “connector hubs” (Fig. 1). Increas-
ingly, cross-cutting characterizations of brain network organization that simulta-
neously capture segregation, integration and influence rely on decomposing
networks into modules or communities that are linked by bridge connections and
hub nodes. Such modular accounts of brain networks are particularly appealing
since they can be applied to both structural and functional networks, and since the
resulting modules have been shown to have behavioral and cognitive relevance.
Network analysis based on graph theory is prone to a number of potential
limitations and pitfalls (Sporns 2014). Like all quantitative analysis, its reliability,
sensitivity and reproducibility are crucially dependent on the integrity of connec-
tivity data. This issue becomes especially important in the area of node definition,
i.e., the parcellation of neural tissue into coherent areas by applying some criteria of
structural or functional homogeneity. The parcellation problem (and hence node
definition) continues to present pressing challenges at the meso- and macro-scales
of whole-brain connectomics. In parallel, the definition of edges, particularly the
estimation of structural connections using sensitive microscopic, histological or
imaging techniques, continues to be problematic. Both the detection of the presence
or absence of connections or pathways and the estimation of their strength or weight
(based on synaptic contact area, labeling density, or tractography measures) are
subject to noise, statistical biases and observational error. Significant efforts to
improve neural tracing and recording techniques are currently underway, and these
efforts will continue to deliver ever more accurate and more highly resolved brain
network data sets.
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Topology of Structural Brain Networks
This section summarizes some recent studies reporting on the topology of structural
brain networks at micro-, meso- and macro-scales. The focus is on studies that have
yielded significant insights into characteristic patterns and motifs of network
connectivity.
Microscale
Microscale studies of structural connectivity depend on the development of tech-
niques for automated histology (electron microscopy or light microscopy) and
reconstruction that combine sensitivity with scalability (Kleinfeld et al. 2011;
Helmstaedter et al. 2011; Helmstaedter 2013). While these techniques have not
yet delivered any whole-brain wiring diagrams for complex organisms, they have
been successfully deployed to map specific circuits in both invertebrate and verte-
brate nervous systems.
Recent studies in three model organisms (C. elegans, Drosophila, mouse) have
yielded significant microscale connectivity data that have added to our knowledge
of connectome architecture at the cellular level. Building on the ground-breaking
work of White et al. (1986), recent studies have reported on the wiring diagram of
the posterior nervous system of the C. elegans adult male, reconstructed from serial
electron micrograph sections (Jarrell et al. 2012). Analysis of the resulting wiring
pattern showed a network that was characterized by a number of features, including
the presence of multiple parallel pathways that linked sensory neurons to effector
neurons, some degree of recurrence within sensory systems, and the presence of
structural modules. These connectional features could be related to specific aspects
of sensorimotor processing and behavior. Other studies have provided additional
insights for how circuit connectivity in C. elegans constrains function and behavior.
Bumbarger et al. (2013) compared the synaptic connectivity of the pharyngeal
nervous system of two different nematode species that exhibit very different
feeding behavior. Employing graph-theoretic analyses, these behavioral differences
could be traced to differences in synaptic rewiring that determined different roles of
several neurons involved in regulating predatory feeding.
Studies of microscale wiring patterns in Drosophila have demonstrated that the
topology of specific subcircuits can be explained on the basis of wiring length
minimization and volume exclusion, both mechanisms directed at the economical
conservation of space (Rivera-Alba et al. 2011). In a more recent electron micro-
scopic study, Takemura et al. (2013) reconstructed a microscale circuit comprising
379 neurons and 8637 synapses within the optic medulla, a structure involved in
visual motion detection. The circuit reconstruction revealed specific patterns of
inter-neuronal connectivity that were consistent with the roles of individual neurons
in generating direction selectivity.
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Detection of directed visual motion was also studied in circuits of the mouse
retina, reconstructed from data obtained with serial block-face electron microscopy
(Briggman et al. 2011). Analysis showed anatomically specific patterns of connec-
tivity between amacrine and ganglion cells that were in register with physiologi-
cally measured direction selectivity of individual neurons. In subsequent work,
dense reconstruction of a significant portion of the mouse retina was carried out by
Helmstaedter et al. (2013). The use of a combination of manual annotation and
machine learning resulted in a synaptic “contact matrix” between 950 neurons in
the inner plexiform layer. Microscale connection motifs in this matrix revealed
circuit mechanisms underlying motion detection and other aspects of visual
function.
Direct applications of graph theory or network science methods to microscale
connectivity data are still scarce, in part due to the lack of data sets comprising more
than just a few neurons. Quantitative network analysis has only just begun to
contribute to microscale connectome studies. Important open questions in this
area concern the specificity of connections between individual neurons, the prev-
alence of specific network motifs that might be specialized to carry out local
computations, or the presence of small world organization. As more microscale
connectome data accrue, network analysis will become increasingly important for
characterizing circuit models of neural computation (Denk et al. 2012).
Mesoscale
Mesoscale efforts to assemble connectivity maps for large portions or even com-
plete nervous systems are under way in a number of organisms, with some of the
most important insights coming from Drosophila and mouse.
Chiang et al. (2011) collected high-resolution 3D images of approximately
16,000 single neurons in the Drosophila brain that were then used to assemble a
whole-brain connectivity matrix. Aggregation of single-neuron images into func-
tional subdivisions, so-called “local processing units,” resulted in a mesoscale
connectome comprising 41 nodes and their weighted interconnections. Cluster
analysis revealed distinct network communities or modules whose members were
functionally specialized to carry out visual, olfactory, auditory and motor
processing. Ongoing work has begun to reveal additional network attributes, includ-
ing additional submodules and small-world organization (Shih et al. 2013; 2015).
Mesoscalemouse connectome projects (as well as parallel efforts in the rat cerebral
cortex; Bota et al. 2015) have produced similar insights.Wang et al. (2012) performed
a detailed quantitative analysis of the anatomical connections of ten areas of mouse
visual cortex, including both their mutual connectivity and their external projection
targets. Modularity analysis demonstrated a division of mouse cortex into two
processing streams, with some anatomical and physiological data suggesting a close
correspondence to the dorsal/ventral streams found in primate visual cortex. Zingg
et al. (2014) generated a connectivity matrix for mouse neocortex by combining data
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from hundreds of tracer injections into a single network representation. The resulting
directed connectivity networkwas shown to contain severalmodules corresponding to
subdivisions or “subnetworks” involved in various sensory, motor and integrative
functions. A parallel effort (Oh et al. 2014), involving high-resolution optical imaging
and tracing of projections across the entire mouse brain, has resulted in another mouse
connectome map that charts the directed and weighted anatomical links among
295 gray-matter regions. Initial network analysis of this map indicates the presence
of high clustering as well as a number of highly connected network hubs.
Common themes in mesoscale connectomics across species are a prevalence of
high clustering due to the existence of network modules, a strong association of
these modules with distinct functional or behavioral domains, and the use of
connection profiles of individual areas to build an understanding of their potential
functional contributions. Network architectures involving modules interconnected
by hubs appear to be shared among several species (invertebrate, mammalian,
as well as the avian brain; see Shanahan et al. 2013).
Macroscale
The distinction between meso- and macro-scales is at present somewhat indistinct.
Mesoscale maps result in connectivity data that report on areas and their inter-areal
projections, as do most macroscale efforts that leverage tract tracing methods in
non-human primates or noninvasive imaging in human brain. The macroscale
studies summarized in this section all focus on inter-areal or large-scale projections
in primate cerebral cortex.
Tract tracing has an important role to play for the study of anatomical connec-
tions in animal models, particularly in non-human primates. An extensive set of
studies carried out by Henry Kennedy and colleagues (Markov et al. 2011, 2013a, b,
2014) have revealed the connectional anatomy of the macaque cerebral cortex in
new detail. Injections of retrograde tracers in 29 cortical areas followed by rigorous
quantification of label density across the entire cortex demonstrated a previously
unknown degree of connectedness among areas. Numerous new (and mostly rela-
tively weak) projections were uncovered, and the overall connectivity profile for
each area was best approximated by a lognormal distribution (Markov et al. 2011),
with a few strong projections and a large admixture of medium or weak pathways.
Graph analysis provided evidence for a relatively high proportion of unidirectional
links (Markov et al. 2014), a strong contribution of long-distance projections
towards areal specificity (Markov et al. 2013a), significant distance-dependence
of connection densities (Ercsey-Ravasz et al. 2013), and hierarchical arrangement
of areas into “counter-streams” (Markov et al. 2013b). Several of these character-
istic topological features are also found in other mammalian species, e.g., the cat or
rodent brain. While the sensitivity and quantifiability of tract tracing data offer new
opportunities for mapping connectome networks, the invasiveness of the method
and the current inability to conduct whole-brain tracing across the entire network of
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pathways simultaneously impose some limitations, especially in estimating indi-
vidual variability and in relating connectivity patterns to behavior.
Human brain connectomics currently relies primarily on imaging and
reconstructing structural connections on the basis of diffusion MRI and
tractography. This approach uses signals that record the diffusion anisotropy of
water or other small molecules within biological tissue. Based on these signals,
reconstruction methods then deliver inferential and statistical models of fiber
anatomy. Methods for data acquisition and fiber reconstruction are under continual
development, with significant recent refinements involving increased spatial reso-
lution (Ugurbil et al. 2013), more robust probabilistic methods for tractography
(Sotiropoulos et al. 2013) and additional measures of white matter microstructure
such as axonal diameters (Alexander et al. 2010). A unique feature of noninvasive
imaging methods is that they allow the acquisition of data from large numbers of
individuals, thus opening opportunities for measuring individual variability and
relation of connectional features to behavioral and cognitive performance, taking
steps towards “population neuroscience” (Falk et al. 2013).
A large number of studies have generated network maps of the human
connectome (Hagmann et al. 2008; Gong et al. 2009; Bassett et al. 2010; van den
Heuvel and Sporns 2011). Network studies of human structural connectivity pat-
terns have consistently reported broad degree distributions, with a “heavy tail” of
well-connected nodes, including some that maintain very high numbers of connec-
tions. The precise shape of the degree distribution remains somewhat uncertain, due
to resolution limits and issues related to node parcellation, with most studies
suggesting exponential or exponentially truncated power-law distributions for
node degree. An intriguing question for future work is how these distributions
might compare to the log-normal profiles of connection density and weight
obtained from other species (see above). Another common feature encountered
across most, if not all, network studies of the human connectome is “small-
worldness,” i.e., the presence of high clustering and short path length (Bassett
and Bullmore 2006). This is significant as the presence of small-world organization
is consistent with a balance between anatomical and functional segregation on the
one side (as captured by high clustering) and a simultaneous capacity for global
integration on the other side (as captured by short communication paths).
High clustering in the human brain (as well as in the nervous systems of other
species) is mainly driven by the presence of modules, or network communities of
densely interconnected neural elements. From a network perspective, structural
modules offer a connectional substrate for rapid and efficient sharing of information
among restricted sets of brain regions (often found to contribute to a common set of
tasks) while also promoting the functional specialization of these regions by
creating boundaries that limit the spread of information across the entire network.
A complementary concept is that of network hubs. As discussed earlier, hubs are
regions that are less central to specific modules but instead interconnect multiple
modules to each other; such hubs are generally characterized by their high degree,
high centrality, and diverse connection profiles. In the human cerebral cortex, hubs
have been identified in portions of the medial and superior parietal cortex as well as
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selected regions in orbitofrontal, superior frontal and lateral prefrontal cortex
(Hagmann et al. 2008; Gong et al. 2009; van den Heuvel and Sporns 2013), with
many of them previously described as multi- or transmodal association areas (e.g.,
Mesulam 1998).
Recently, several human connectivity studies have suggested a tendency for
hubs to be densely interconnected in a structural core (Hagmann et al. 2008) or a
“rich club” (van den Heuvel and Sporns 2011), again paralleling findings in other
species (e.g., Zamora-Lopez et al. 2010; Harriger et al. 2012). Across these
different studies, a common prediction is that rich club nodes and their intercon-
nections may have particularly important roles to play in brain communication (van
den Heuvel et al. 2012). Computational studies of the human connectome have
shown that a very high percentage of all short communication paths among non-rich
club regions across the network must pass through the rich club. Furthermore,
damage to connections that link rich club regions is predicted to have a larger
disruptive effect on network communication than an equal amount of damage to
connections among non-rich club regions.
Numerous common themes have emerged across different studies of primate
cortex. The emerging picture is one of a modular small-world network, with
clustered network communities that are interlinked by a coherent core or
subnetwork (the rich club) of hub regions. The placement of the rich club within
the overall network is strongly suggestive of a central role in global information
flow and integration. The implications of such a structural core or rich club for
cognition and behavior remain largely unexplored. One important conceptual link
is that between rich-club organization and theories of “global workspace” in
relation to cognition and consciousness (Dehaene and Changeux 2011). Workspace
theories postulate mechanisms for integration across sensory, motor and cognitive
domains that may require a dense subnetwork of distributed hub regions, i.e., the
presence of a cortical rich club.
Comparison Across Scales and Challenges
How do connectome mapping efforts across different scales relate to each other?
For the purpose of mapping whole nervous systems that are small and compact
(such as those of many invertebrates) as well as for elucidating connectivity of local
circuits in more complex brains, microscale approaches to structural connectomics
are clearly of major importance. However, it seems unlikely that the application of
microscale connectomics technology, even if successful across the whole brain,
will ever entirely remove the need for measuring connectivity at coarser spatial
scales. For descriptions of brain connectivity in large brains (e.g., in mammalian
species), mesoscale and macroscale maps will remain essential as they allow
establishing relations between connectivity and behavior. In addition, meso- and
macroscale in vivo mapping strategies such as noninvasive neuroimaging, despite
limits on resolution and various methodological biases, make an important
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contribution by drawing links between individual variations in connectivity and
individual differences in cognitive and behavioral performance. It is difficult to
imagine at present how microscale approaches alone can address these important
research goals of connectomics in the foreseeable future.
Several challenges for structural connectomics remain. As the field matures,
there will be a growing need for annotation of connectome maps with additional
physiological parameters, for example, data on connectional microstructure, neu-
rotransmitter receptors, plasticity and neuromodulatory effects, all aspects that are
crucial for interpreting the functional role of connectional topology. The goal of
using connectome data for explaining and predicting the operation of neuronal
circuits and populations requires the inclusion of these physiological features of
connections that are known to have important impacts on how neurons interact and
how circuits compute (Bargmann 2012). Another challenge is to map features of
connectome topology across scales, from cells to whole-brain systems. Data on
nervous systems across a range of species have demonstrated a surprising degree to
which global network organization is preserved; virtually all brain network data
sets examined so far share some degree of high clustering, short path length,
modules and hubs, and even rich-club organization. It is unknown at present if
similarities exist also across different scales within the same nervous system, for
example, long-range pathways between brain areas as well as local cortical circuits.
Relations Between Structure and Function
Structure-function relationships are crucial for achieving a deeper understanding of
biological processes. In line with this view, the relation of structural to functional
connectivity offers a key motivation for mapping connectome networks. A number
of studies across micro, meso and macro scale have suggested that patterns of
structural connections are indeed instrumental in shaping the dynamics of
neural activity.
Microscale
The relations between circuit topology, neural computation and behavior are still
relatively unexplored. Significant inroads have been made in the network anatomy
of specific subregions of the C. elegans nervous system and its relation to specific
behaviors (see above). Another area where detailed reconstructions of cell morpho-
logy and circuit anatomy have helped understand circuit function is motion detec-
tion (Borst and Euler 2011), specifically motion detection circuits of Drosophila
and the mouse retina (see above).
Important insights have been gained from microscale studies that are built on a
combined structure-function approach. An example is an analysis of anatomy and
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physiology of a subset of neurons in primary visual cortex of the mouse carried out
by Bock et al. (2011). First, the authors characterized functional properties of
neurons, such as their preferred stimulus orientation, using optical imaging. Then,
they performed serial sectioning electron microscopy of the same tissue volume to
map and reconstruct synaptic interconnections, eventually resulting in a network
graph. Detailed analysis of the final connection diagram revealed some specific
connectional features such as convergence of inputs from multiple pyramidal cells
with diverse orientation preference onto inhibitory neurons. This pattern of con-
vergence, while unrelated to the physiological specializations of the presynaptic
cells, was partially predicted by axonal geometry, specifically the pair-wise spatial
overlap of their synaptic boutons. Together with the study of Briggman et al. (2011)
on direction selectivity in mouse retina (see above), this work represents an
example of how the combined analysis of anatomy and physiology can inform
neural accounts of computations that relate to behavior.
Large-scale recording methods applied to organisms such as the zebrafish larva
can yield whole-brain recordings of highly resolved neural population activity
(Ahrens et al. 2013). This dynamic circuit activity can be analyzed with time series
methods, and there is evidence of functionally coherent circuits forming clusters or
modules (Portugues et al. 2014). A near-term goal will be to relate the timing of
correlated neural events to underlying anatomical connections that modulate
whole-brain functional connectivity. Furthermore, modern molecular tools open
the possibility to not only monitor but also manipulate circuit activity, for example,
through the use of optogenetics (Portugues et al. 2013). This might eventually allow
for uncovering causal (directed or effective) relationships between circuit elements,
an aspect of connectome studies that is currently difficult to attain at the meso- and
macroscales.
Mesoscale
Mesoscale studies of structural and functional connectivity have so far largely been
carried out in the non-human primate. However, the increasing availability of
mesoscale connectome data (e.g., Oh et al. 2014) as well as high-resolution
functional MRI recordings (Mechling et al. 2014) may soon offer an opportunity
to explore the issue in the mouse brain. Some important work in this area has been
carried out in the macaque monkey.
Wang et al. (2013) studied the relationship between structural and functional
connectivity at high spatial resolution within the monkey somatosensory cortex.
Their focus of study was on connectivity within two specialized areas of the squirrel
monkey somatosensory cortex (areas 3b and 1), both containing representations of
the monkey’s body surface, specifically the tips of the digits of the monkey’s hand.
Resting-state functional connectivity was recorded using high-field strength func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and revealed topographically precise
coupling between corresponding digits across both areas, as well as within area 3b.
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This pattern matched anatomical connectivity patterns observed after injections of
anatomical tracers into specific digit representations. Overall, connectivity within
the squirrel monkey somatosensory cortex appears to be organized anatomically
and functionally in highly similar patterns, with two main “axes of information
flow.” One axis predominantly links representations of matched digits in area 3b to
area 1, whereas the other axis links representations of different digits within area
3b.
At the whole-brain level, a study of functional connectivity driven by spontane-
ous neural activity in the macaque monkey cortex by Vincent et al. (2007) found
that patterns of coherent spontaneous blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD)
fluctuations were similar to patterns of anatomical connectivity derived from tract
tracing studies. Adachi et al. (2012) performed a similar analysis, comparing
structural and functional connectivity across 39 regions of macaque cortex and
demonstrating a significant statistical relationship. More detailed analysis of func-
tional connectivity patterns demonstrated that strong coupling among brain regions
could be observed even if no direct anatomical connection was present. These
indirect functional relationships were found to be due to the flow of signals along
indirect structural paths and other, more complex network-wide coupling effects.
Both direct and indirect couplings could be successfully captured in computational
models. Taken together, these findings further support a mechanistic role of struc-
tural connections in generating organized patterns of neural dynamics.
Macroscale
At the macroscale, comparisons of structural and functional connectivity have
largely centered on spontaneous or endogenously driven neural activity. In
human imaging, much of the emphasis over the past several years has been on
fluctuations in BOLD activity in the human brain acquired during a “task-free” or
resting state. Despite its unconstrained nature, numerous studies have shown that
spatial and temporal patterns of resting brain activity can be richly informative
about the brain’s functional organization (Raichle 2011; Buckner et al. 2013).
Resting-state functional connectivity is generally expressed as the cross-correlation
of time series of BOLD signals recorded with fMRI across the whole brain.
Direct comparison of resting-state functional connectivity and structural con-
nectivity (connectome) networks has revealed robust and reproducible statistical
relationships, giving rise to the idea that structural connections shape functional
connectivity. A systematic analysis of structural and functional connectivity in a
small cohort of human participants used a parcellation of the cortex into approxi-
mately 1000 equal-sized regions of interest (Hagmann et al. 2008). The study
reported robust correlations between the strengths of structural and functional
connectivity across the entire cortical surface. A more detailed analysis of the
same data set (Honey et al. 2009) demonstrated that this correlation persisted
even after potential confounds such as spatial proximity between regions were
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taken into account. The analysis also showed that indirect structural connections
could account for a significant proportion of the functional connectivity observed
between node pairs lacking direct linkage. This finding strongly suggested that
functional connectivity may be partly due to the passing on of indirect influence
along multi-step paths in the connectome (see Adachi et al. 2012). A parallel
analysis (Skudlarski et al. 2008) also reported robust structural connectivity-
functional connectivity correlations based on a voxel-by-voxel structural connec-
tivity-functional connectivity comparison across the cerebral cortex.
Following these early analyses, numerous independent studies have confirmed
the existence of robust and significant statistical relationships between structural
and (resting state) functional connectivity in the human brain (e.g., Hermundstad
et al. 2013). Several studies have focused on the role of spatial embedding (i.e., the
distance dependence apparent in both structural and functional connections) for
shaping the topology of structural and functional connections (e.g., Ve´rtes
et al. 2012; Samu et al. 2014). Other studies have compared structure-function
relations across species (Miranda-Dominguez et al. 2014). The notion that struc-
tural connections shape and/or constrain functional connections is not only
supported through comparisons of anatomical and functional connectivity but is
also reinforced by interventional studies that have reported changes in functional
connectivity resulting from manipulations of the anatomical substrate (Johnston
et al. 2008; O’Reilly et al. 2013). Extending this notion to brain and mental
disorders, a large number of studies have attempted to link dysregulation of
functional connectivity patterns to underlying disturbances of structural connectiv-
ity, e.g., in disrupted hub or rich club connections [reviewed in van den Heuvel and
Sporns (2013)].
Comparison Across Scales and Challenges
In summary, there is converging evidence suggesting that the connectional anatomy
of neurons and brain regions is shaping or constraining the statistical dependencies
that emerge as neurons and brain regions become functionally activated. Many
studies have relied on simple measures of dependency (such as cross-correlation or
covariance) to demonstrate this relationship. A future challenge is to develop and
deploy more complex and specific measures, for example, measures that are based
on partial correlations or directed influence, to better distinguish statistical depen-
dencies due to transitive (correlative) couplings from others that are mediated by
direct structural connections (and hence more causal in nature). Another challenge
is to observe brain dynamics at both circuit and whole-brain levels, which is
currently impossible with most standard recording techniques that either suffer
from a limited “field of view” (recording only very few neurons in great detail) or
limited spatial and temporal resolution (e.g., noninvasive imaging). Combining
whole-brain coverage with fine spatial and temporal detail would allow capturing
dynamic activity unfolding within a brain’s structural connectome, perhaps even in
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relation to behavior. Promising steps in this direction have been made, with the
development of new activity-dependent probes and of whole-brain recordings in
C. elegans and zebrafish (see above).
Future Perspectives
As the many contributions to this volume document, research in micro-, meso- and
macroconnectomics is rapidly expanding and is offering a fresh perspective on
brain function as emerging from the structure and dynamics of complex networks
(Sporns 2011). The future of the field is difficult to predict. Extrapolating from the
past, it seems likely that connectomics will be strongly influenced by new meth-
odological and analytic developments in both data acquisition and analysis. In this
final section of the article, I attempt to forecast some of the areas where the field of
connectomics may make important contributions in the near future.
Computational models will play an increasingly important role, for example, in
attempts to use connectome data to inform computational models of brain function
and dynamics (Fig. 2). A series of such models have been used to investigate the
structural basis of spontaneous or resting-brain functional connectivity as recorded
with fMRI [reviewed in Deco et al. (2011)]. Model design generally combines sets
of biophysical equations that specify the dynamics of neurons or neuronal
populations with sets of coupling terms (for example, structural couplings specified
by a connectome map). Model analysis proceeds by using some of the same time
series measures (e.g., cross-correlations between neural activity patterns) that are
also employed in empirical studies. Key findings coming from this modeling work
include robust relations between empirical and simulated functional networks
(Honey et al. 2007, 2009; Adachi et al. 2012), as well as an important role for
conduction delays and noise in generating realistic resting-brain dynamics (Deco
et al. 2009). This connectome-based modeling framework can be extended to
include anatomically detailed models of dynamic effects induced by focal brain
lesions (Alstott et al. 2009) or degeneration of brain connectivity (de Haan
et al. 2012). While biophysically based models can generate simulations of rich
brain dynamics, simpler models that are based on structural graph measures (Go~ni
et al. 2014) and/or models of diffusive processes (Abdelnour et al. 2014) and
routing (Misˇic´ et al. 2014) are gaining in importance due to their computational
simplicity and analytic transparence.
Another challenge concerns the realization that brain networks are not static in
time; instead, they exhibit dynamic changes on multiple time scales. Tracking such
network dynamics across time presents major methodological and analytic hurdles.
Networks change on slow time scales, for example, across development and the
human life span, and a growing number of imaging studies are directed at charac-
terizing the processes that guide network growth and maturation, as well as the
changing distributions of hubs and network communities (e.g., Power et al. 2010).
In addition to these slow changes across time, networks change on much faster time
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scales (seconds and milliseconds), both during “resting state” (more appropriately
conceptualized as the “restless brain”; Raichle 2011) and in transitions between
tasks. Informed by new approaches to network dynamics coming from network
science (e.g., Mucha et al. 2010), recent studies have attempted to measure fast
changes in network topology in brain recordings (Bassett et al. 2013).
In conclusion, as small data give way to “big data” in neuroscience (much of it
coming from the domains of structural and functional connectivity), connectomics
is likely to expand significantly in coming years. Several large-scale national and
international projects and consortia directed at brain science are underway, includ-
ing the Human Connectome Project and the BRAIN initiative in the U.S. as well as
the Human Brain Project in the E.U. As these projects progress, there will be an
increasing need for a theoretical framework that can underpin and help make sense
of “big brain data” (Sporns 2013b). One promising candidate for such a framework
Fig. 2 An example of modeling the structure/function relationship in brain networks. (a) A
structural connectivity matrix comprising 47 regions of the macaque cortex and their anatomical
relationships, based on a collation of tract-tracing data [for more detail, see Honey et al. (2007)].
The matrix is binary and directed, with black squares indicating the presence of a connection from
one area (matrix row) to another (matrix column). (b) Biophysical equations that describe nodal
dynamics in a so-called neural mass model (Honey et al. 2007). (c) Combination of the structural
connectivity matrix and the biophysical equations yields a time series for neuronal dynamics that
can be rendered as functional connectivity. Structural perturbations (e.g., deletion of nodes or
edges in the connectome) or functional inputs (e.g., simulating task performance) can be used to
explore differences in functional connectivity. Both structural and functional connectivity are
presented with identical arrangements of brain regions, and two functional modules are indicated
(modules 1 and 2)
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is the science of networks, with its many applications in the brain across different
scales and systems.
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